


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































　　　　　　　　　　　　 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　P riodicity As
income　are　not　ov rstated）（Kieso34）．　Replacement　Cost：
income　from　the　business　operations；also　called　earned
income　before　interest　and　taxesd　Mded　by　interest　exp
income　statement　that　result　from　transactions　that　are
income statement　as　an　expense（ReimersG－9）．　Bibliograp
income　levels．　This　might　avoid　further　erosion　of　stock
income　 ax　purposes，　as　separate　statements　will　be　prov
income　of＄26　million　provided　a　reasonable（but　not　spe
Income　has been　stable．　Recently，　concern　has　arisen　re
income，　about＄6．000，000，　came　from　the　sale　of　theatres
The　most　common　word　after‘income’is　the　grammatical‘from’in‘income　from”．Lexical　items
include‘statement’，‘tax’and　bef6re‘net’‘taxable’．Multi－word　items　include‘垂窒?垂≠窒?@an
income　statement’，‘reported　accounting　income’‘income　grew　by’and‘垂浮煤@it　on　the　income
　　　　　　　　　　りstatement．
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（iv）　　Capital
　　sted　on　using　U．S．　GAAP　for　firm　wishing　to　raise　Capital　in　the　U．S℃laiming　it　was　more　stringent．　Howev
　　tual　framework（Kieso49）．　Intangible　Assets：Are　capital　assets　that　lack　physical　substance　and　usually　h
　　from　the　business　operations；also　called　earned　capital．　The　amount　of　retained　earnings　on　the　balance　s
　　both　relevant　and　reliable（ReimersG－9）．　Working　Capital：Current　assets　minus　current　liabilities；ameas
　　　　eriod（i．e．，25％），　Deferred　line　costs　would　be　a　capital　asset，　amortized　over　a　relatively　short　period　o
　　ted　on　using　U．S，　GAAP　for　firms　wishing　to　raise　capital　in　the　U．S．，　claiming　it　was　more　stringent．　Howe
　　is　bank－centred（e．g．，　Japan，　Germany，　Korea）or　capital二market　centred（e．g．，　U．S．，　U．K．，　Canada）．　Share
ted　Kingdom（『U．K．）Creditors　Debtors　Stock　Share　Capital　These　kinds　of　differences　exist　in　many　other　pa
　　andards　that　are　different　across　the　globe．　With　capital　markets　becoming　increasingly　global，　companies　a
　　ormation－often　the　providers　of　debt　and　equity　capital．　IFRS　is　designed　to　reduce　transaction　costs　in
　　nge　of　financial　information　between　providers　of　capital　and　users　of　capitaL　Th6　rapid　momentum　towards
　　rmation　between　providers　of　capital　and　users　of　capital．　The　rapid　momentum　towards　implementation　of　IFR
　　as　been　led　almost　solely　by　corporations　seeking　capital　at　most　favorable　terms　regardless　3
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　0f　thejurisdictional　source　of　the　capital1．All　countries－with　no　exception－are　demonstrat
　　sting　on　foreign　stock　exchanges　in　order　to　seek　capital　at　most　competitive　rates　requires　reporting　fina
　ns　where　the　company　is　listed．　Access　to　foreign　capital　markets　need　reconciliation　with　foreign　GAAP　bef
　　　　ting　invest　or　confidence　Facilitate　free刊ow　of　capital，　resulting　in　increased　global　investment　and　tra
　GAAP．U．S．　constitutes　approximately　50％of　global　capital　markets，　and　therefore　many　more　firms　adhere　to
emany　more　firms　adhere　to　U．S．GAAP．　The　size　of　capital　markets　is　strongly　associated　with　the　developme
20re　disruptive　and　costly．　Financial　Reporting　and　Capital　Markets　Financial　reporting　is　not　done　in　a　vacu
Very　common　words　after‘capital　are‘assets’，‘market’and　words　before　are‘垂窒盾魔奄р?窒刀@of　‘
users　of’‘free　flow　of’．Multi－word　items　include‘№撃盾b≠戟@capital　markets’，‘raise　capital　in’．
　　This　is　a　preliminary　investigation　ihto　the　use　of　corpus　linguistic　tools　but，　even　so，　the
importance　of　exposing　learners　to　the　specific　context　in　which　words　appear　in　discipline　specific
texts　is　very　obvious　from　the　sa卑ple　above．　Another　important丘nding　is　that　such　words　are　used
frequently　with　other　words　to　convey　particular　meanings．　One　example　is‘compile　financial
statements’．Students　can　be　made　more　aware　of　the　importance　of　acquiring　not　just　a　word　but　a．
chunk　of　language。　The　next　step　is　to　explore　what　kind　of　vocabulary　related　exercises　could　help
learners　read，　listen　and　summarize　better．
1V．　Applying　corpus　linguistic　tools　f6r　more　eff6ctive　vocabulary　exercises．
When　time　is　short　as　in　courses　like　the　Meiji－York　lnternational　Accounting　Program，　the　first
step　is　to　compile　a　word　list　of　the　words　used　in　the　corpus．　The　software　used　in　this　preliminary
research　did　compile　such　a　list　and　then　listed　the　lexical　items　and　ranked　them　according　to
frequency　in　the　target　texts，　although　the　word　list　needs　to　be　modified　to　show　the　lemma　f6rm
of　the　word　bef6re　it　is　given　to　students．　As　a　next　step，　the　practitioner　could　check　to　see　if　these
words　appear　in　the　GSL　or　the　AWL．　If　they　do，　a　useful　exercise　is　to　have　the　students　look　at　the
list　and　highlight　unknown　words　and　then　look　f6r　them　on　the　GSL　and　AWL．
　　In　2008　and　2009，　the　students　going　on　the　Meiji－York　lnternational　Accounting　Program　took
the　Nation　Level　Test　to　check　vocabulary　size　and　one　finding　was　that　most　of　the　students
performed　poorly　on　the　test　on　the　university　word　list　compiled　by　Xue　and　Nation（1994）．Being
able　to　check　their　knowledge　of　high　frequency　words　in　the　text　however，　would　save　time　and
enable　the　practitioner　to　ensure　these　words　were　understood　before　the　students　began　to　read
the　texts．　The　Schulich　instructor　did　provide　a　glossary　of　terminology　for　the　course　but　this　list
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only　included　highly　technical　specific　discipline　terms　because　his　assumption，　as　a　content
specialist　without　language　teaching　experience，　would　have　been　that　the　students　would　already
know　the　words　commonly　found　on　the　AWL　and　GSL．
　　In　such　contextS，　the　development　of　vocabulary　learning　strategies　by　the　students　is　important．
．At　a　recent　conference　Nation（2011）emphasized　the　benefits　of　word　cards　in　teaching　contexts　in
which　students　have　to　familiarize　themselves　with　many　new　words　quickly，　a　common　situation
in　ESAP・Japanese　students　are　already　users　of　word　cards　as　memorization　aids　so　encouraging
them　to　make　word　cards　for　essential　vocabulary　and　to　use　them　regularly　is　important　in　early
classes．　This　is　also　a　good　opportunity　to　introduce　a　range　of　dictionaries　including　recommended
technical　dictionaries　in　accounting．　Howev’?秩C　prov ding　word　lists　and　strategies　for　vocabulary
Iearning　is　not　enough　as　the　students　need　to　be　able　to　recognize　the　words　in　context　and
eventually　use　them　as　members　of　the　community　of　practice．
　　Guessing　words　in　context　is　an　important　skill　for　students　when　they　are　reading　the　target
texts　and　concordances　can　be　used　to　provide　authentic　examples　from　the　target　texts　as　pre－
reading　exercises　to　lessen　the　student’s　cognitive　Ioad．　The　first　set　of　exercises　should　involve
recognizing　the　context　of　the　key　word　in　the　target　texts．　Students　can　be　asked　to　answer　the
following　questions　that　are　based　on　the　findings　of　the　key　studies（Stevens，1991；Thurston＆
Candlin，1998）in　the　literature　review：
　　1．What　word　often　follows　the　keyword？
　　2．What　word　precedes　the　key　word？
　　3．Is　there　a‘stand　alone　phrase’（coined　by　Tim　Johns）using　the　wor．d？
1　think　here　the　purpose　of　the　exercise　is　important　and　as　one　difficulty　for　learners　is　collocation，　I
would　emphasize　the　importance　of“accounting　principles”and　“consistent　application　of
accounting　principles”to　raise　awareness　of　the　need　to　remember　the　word　in　different　contexts．
Dense　nominalization　in　discipline　specific　vocabulary　is　always　a　challenge　for　students．
　　The　next　step　is　to　create　vocabulary　gap　exercises　based　on　the　concordances．　The　gap
exercises　in　the　literature　review　usually　use　a　minimum　of　three　concordance　lines　for　each
missing　word．　The　practitioner　has　a　choice　of　whether　to　9ive　a　list　of　words　for　filling　in　the　gap　or
not．　This　kind　of　exercise　is　a　useful　lead　in　for　students　who　have　trouble　with　subject　specific
vocabulary　practice　books　that　are　available　on　the　market　already　and　give．practice　in　technical
vocabulary．
　　Once　the　students　are　familiar　and　confident　with　these　ideational　metafunction　concordance
based　exercises　and　are　able　to　read　the　pre－course　materials，　then　they　should　be　encouraged　to
summarize　the　main　points　of　the　sections　they　have　read．　Summarizing　is　a　skill　that　many
Japanese　students　lack　so　this　is　good　practice　once　the　burden　of　unfamiliar　technical　vocabulary
has　been　lifted．　The　stages　of　making　a　summary　will　need　to　be　pre－taught　and　one　actiVity　that
seems　to　work　well　with　the　accounting　students　is　an　accounting　topic　in　the　news，　using　an　article．
The　first　step　for　students　not　so　familiar　with　academic　writing　is　to　summarize　the　facts　of　a　news
story．　Once　students　are　comfortable　with　this　activity，　they　should　attempt　an　article　and　at　this
stage　the　interpersonal　Ianguage　showing　the　writer’s　purpose　can　be　highlighted．
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　　The　final　stage　of　preparation　for　this　course，　if　time　permits，　should　further　the　students’
awareness　of　the　interpersonal　aspect　of　academic　writing．　For　this　a　corpus　of　financial　accounting
research　articles　might　be　a　better　source　as　some　students　are　already　having　to　read　these　for
other　courses．
V．Conclusion，　limitations　and　further　research
This　preliminary　study　on　the　viability　of　using　corpus　linguistics　tools　to　analyze　specific　course
materials　for　a　specific　set　of　students　shows　that　ESAP　practitioners　have　much　to　gain　from
learning　more　about　compiling　a　specific　corpus　and　learning　how　to　use　the　software　in　order　to
rearrange　it．　The　first　advantage　is　that　a　word　list　can　be　created　that　reflects　the　words　used　in
the　target　texts　that　may　be　less　common　in　more　general　texts．　In　this　it　does　tentatively　support
the　argument　for　specificity　in　ESAP　although　the　sample　corpus　is　too　smalL　Similarly
concordances　showing　key　words　in　the　context　they　appear　in　the　texts　increase　student
awareness　of　the　importance　of　context　and　also　draw　their　attention　to　the　fact　that　certain　words
regularly　appear　together　and　that　they　can　benefit　from　learning　chunks　of　language．　Exercises
based　on　these　concordances　with　questions　formulated　in　order　to　make　students　look　at
combinations　of　words　and　then　word　gap　exercises　using　more　than　one　example　help　to　reinforce
this　awareness　of　words　or　chunks　of　language　in　context．
　　However，　this　researcher’s　experience　in　this　study　also　underlines　the　difficulty　of　entering　a
new　research　area．　Compiling　a　corpus　for　the　first　time　is　not　easy　as　there　are　copyright　issues
and　also　how　to　convert　the　materials　into　text　files．　I　had　to　find　someone　to　help　me　with　this．
Reading　the　literature　was　not　enough　and　only　after　completing　the　study　did　it　really　become
clear　what　the　software　can　and　cannot　do．　One　problem　was　a　misunderstanding　of　lemma　and　the
creation　of　a　word　list　including　the　many　different　word　forms．　Next，　the　practitioner　has　to　learn
how　to　read　the　concordances　and　then　decide　what　kinds　of　vocabulary　exercises　are　necessary．
　　Another　limitation　of　this　preliminary　study　is　that　the　data　obtained　did　not　help　the　practitioner
identify　how　meaning　is　made　with　discourse　by　identifying　the　rhetorical　functions　in　the　text．
This　could　be　due　to　the　researcher’s　inexperience　but　another　possibility　iS　that　a　different　corpus
lS　neCeSSary．
　　In　conclusion，　in　specific　’teaching　contexts　such　as　the　Meiji－York　International　Accounting
Program，　there　is　no　easy　way　to　identify“what　to　teach”．Practitioners　have　to　be　flexible　and　have
to　be　receptive　to　trying　out　new　tools，　however　frustrating，　problematic　and　time　consuming　they
may　be，　in　order　to　come　up　with　better　materials　tailored　to　the　ever　changing　needs　of　the
students　who　sign　up　for　such　programs．
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